Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

> Windows and Vision Panels

We’re here for life.

At Risk Patient Protection Products
A Safe Environment
Providing a safe and aesthetically pleasing
environment in a mental health facility has always
been a design and clinical challenge. This has
been made more difficult given the demand for
‘normalisation’ – the need to create a homely, less
institutional environment yet still providing a high
level of staff and patient safety. Traditionally safety
has taken precedence over aesthetics and the
appearance has been somewhat abandoned.
In recent years it has been proven the normalisation
of the patient surroundings, including the provision
of a substantial level of privacy and dignity is
essential for a faster recovery.
What are the Risks?
Areas within the mental health facility that offer
the greatest risk of injury, self-harm or suicide are
doorways, window openings and their associated
fixtures and hardware. This especially applies to
closed rooms such as a bathroom or bedroom which
may be out of the sight of carers. Statistics have
demonstrated that the most frequent method of
suicide is by hanging or strangulation, in fact this
method accounts for over half of deaths by suicide
in Australia. The most prominent risks within patient

areas is the presence of ligature points and the ability
for a patient to barricade themselves (with or without
hostages) away from staff access and assistance.
Minimising the Risk
It remains a duty of care to ensure that patients
are cared for and accommodated in the safest
environment possible. The unique range of Hipac
solutions which have been designed exclusively
for mental health facilities, rehabilitation and
detention centres, add style and character without
compromising safety, functionality or quality.
The suite of Hipac window and vision panel
products are sourced from the world’s leading
at risk patient protection product manufacturers
and offer designers, healthcare facility operators
and patients the most innovative glazing solutions
providing superior observation and visibility
without compromising safety.
At Hipac we are committed to providing market
leading products to suit every application. We
exclusively distribute an extensive range of
established products, however we have the ability
to modify, adapt, source or create a solution for
your unique situation.
Hipac is your partner in care.

“The most frequent method of Suicide was hanging,
a method used in half (53%) of all Suicide deaths”.
Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Mission

We’re here for life.
We’re here to preserve life,
to protect life and to promote life.
We’re here for others and we’re
here for good.
Vision

A vibrant enthusiastic team of dynamic individuals possessing a
genuine interest in the needs of those surrounding them, whose
attitude and actions benefit not only our clients and their patients
but reach out to touch humanity.
Our staff find work rewarding and enjoyable and our customers
find engagement with them fulfilling. Stakeholders are satisfied
and supportive.
A carefully selected portfolio of solid reliable products is sourced
from a long lineup of manufacturers worldwide seeking well
supported representation throughout the country.
Growth is sustained by the energy of a service division unequalled
for its reliability, dependability and efficiency. It will be capable of
a four hour response time anywhere on this vast continent.
Relationships formed will endure.
Guiding Principles
Integrity
Open, honest and loyal in every sphere
and relationship.

Effectiveness
Do it once, do it right and do it in the least
amount of time. Be punctual.

Selflessness
Put the needs of others ahead of my own.

Communication
Keep customers, suppliers and fellow
workers informed.

Consideration
Possess a caring and considerate disposition.
Courtesy
A smile, a kind word, a greeting costs nothing
but is priceless.
Generosity
Display a spirit of generosity, kindness
and compassion.
Orderliness
Maintain tidy and safe facilities, work areas
and practices.

Recordkeeping
Maintain accurate records for a better
tomorrow. Be accountable.
Innovation
Do it smarter, better, quicker. Think outside
the box.
Action
See a need do something about it… now.
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What is Anti-Ligature?
Reducing the Risk of Self-Harm
When planning the construction or refurbishment of
a bedroom or bathroom for patients suffering from
mental illness, it is essential in the design process to
eliminate points where a cord, rope, or bed sheet can
be looped or tied to a fixture in order to create a point
of ligature, which may result in self harm or in extreme
cases, loss of life. Unfortunately, many items that would
be considered standard for a bedroom or a bathroom
pose a risk of ligature and alternate products must be
used in order to achieve the same function, yet provide
a safe environment for both patients and staff.
There are a variety of ways in which we can safeguard
against ligature in these areas. They are as follows;

Load Release Anti-Ligature
The Kestrel load release system is a simple yet
extremely effective way of reducing or eliminating
ligature risks. The system is based around two
patented magnetic brackets. These brackets will
securely hold a range of items by powerful shortrange magnetic attraction. When an abnormal load is
applied the magnetic force is overcome and releases
its load. And it can do this time after time. There is no
decline in performance and no mechanical restraint,
nothing can jam, break or wear out. After an incident,
all that is required is for the suspended item to be held
immediately below the magnetic bracket or brackets.
The magnetic force will then raise the item and reseat it
in its correct position.

2
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This system was originally developed to suspend
curtain tracking in areas where patients are at risk of
self-harm, however it is being continually developed
and now incorporates a wide range of load release
accessories for patient bedrooms, bathrooms, and
ensuites. This range now also incorporates a selection
of universal load release mounting plates on which
standard accessories and fixtures can be installed
without creating a ligature risk.

Fixed Anti-Ligature
These items are generally items that are required to bear
weight or strain such as a hand rail, or a door handle. As
it is not an option for these products to release under an
abnormal load, the ligature risk is eliminated by designing
it in such a way that it is not possible for a cordlike object
to be looped or tied around it.

Weaponry Deterrent
Items that can be removed from their intended location
by force, such as a wardrobe rail, could potentially be
used as a weapon for a patient to harm themselves or
others. Whilst staff members are trained to overcome
confrontation with violent patients, it is best to
minimise this risk through innovative product design.
A range of solutions, particularly load release products,
are now available in lightweight and flexible materials
to deter patients and reduce the potential harm that
could be caused by them if they are used for purposes
other than that for which they have been designed.
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Key to Icons
Load Release
Anti-Ligature

Fixed
Anti-Ligature

Weaponry
Deterrent

Item will release from
its fixings to prevent a
ligature if an abnormal
load is applied.

Item is fixed in place
however is free from
points where a cord
could be fastened to
create a ligature point.

Designed to reduce
the risk of this item
being used as a
weapon.
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Safevent® Window System

Safevent Window System
®

The patented Safevent ® window is the world’s market leading and
most innovative anti-ligature window system carefully designed to
meet the extreme demands of today’s mental health units.
Its unique features ensure that architects, planners, designers, healthcare professionals and carers can now bring their
facilities closer to normalisation than ever before by utilising a window system that provides natural ventilation, safety
and security while remaining anti-ligature. It is now possible for patients to be provided with control over their own
window and access to fresh air in their room without compromising visibility or security.
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> Reduces the requirement
for mechanical ventilation.

1

> Safe and Secure.
Prevents intruders and
absconders.

3

> Integral blinds available
for added privacy.

4

9

> Protects
against vermin,
flies and insects.

> Up to 58%
open ventilation area.

8

5

> Low maintenance. Cleaning
does not compromise security.

7

> No locks or keys
necessary, although
available if required.

4
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> Provides users with control
of their own environment.

6

> Prevents transfer of
contraband and littering.
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Safevent® Window System

The Safevent® window system incorporates a horizontal or vertical sliding window comprising of a double fronted
outer window and free sliding internal or external sash.
The double outer window has one glazed area and the other is fitted with a high impact resistant see-through
stainless steel mesh. The sliding sash is glazed, sealing the mesh side when closed and is weather tight and
draught proof.
The external sliding sash ensures an anti-ligature environment and is moved either manually or electronically.

> External Perspective.

> Internal Perspective.

> Available in any powdercoat
colour.

> Configurations to suit
any application.

Tried and tested
Safevent® windows are the firmly established window of choice for secure environments. Such has been their success
that tens of thousands have been installed internationally, assuring the safety of patients across the world.

> Safevent® in closed position.

> Safevent® in open position.

> Vertical sliding Safevent® windows.

Creating natural ventilation safely and securely.
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Safevent® Window System

SAFEVENT® WINDOW SYSTEM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Fabrication

 afevent® windows are available in Aluminium, Steel, Upvc or Timber. All Safevent® products are
S
fabricated in-house in the UK to stringent standards under an ISO 9001 management system. In
Australia, installation is performed by the building contractor or an approved installer. All installations
are overseen by a project manager who ensures all critical installation requirements are satisfied.

Glazing Options	Glazed unit combinations to suit specific applications, up to 43mm unit.
Recommended Specifications

10mm Toughened soft coat (internal).
10mm/20mm thermoplastic argon filled spacer.
7.4mm laminated (self clean).

Acoustic Performance

RM – Mean Reduction = 36db.
RW – Weighted Reduction = 40db.
RTra – Road traffic reduction = 34db.
(performance will vary dependant on glazing specification).

Mesh Specification

Anti-tamper and anti-ligature 1.5mm thick stainless steel mesh,
powder coated in any powder coated finish.
Perforation – 2
 mm diameter holes on 3mm centres providing 40.3% open area.
3mm diameter holes on 4mm centres providing 51% open area.
4mm diameter holes on 5mm centres providing 58% open area.
Other mesh options available.
Mesh fixed with concealed stainless steel rivets.

Environmental Performance

Thermal compliance in line with Document L.
Aluminium Safevent® <1.9 W/m2K.
Upvc<1.6 W/m2K.
Timber <1.5 W/m2K.
All materials used are environmentally sustainable and can be fully recycled supporting building
energy performance criteria.
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Security

Tested by many health groups to simulate aggressive and continuous attack
(video evidence available).

Weather Performance

Air permability 600pa
Water tightness 600pa
Resistance to windloading 8000pa

>A
 luminium Safevent® windows in MH facility Stracathro Hospital,
Scotland.

> Safevent® windows installed for Queensland Health at
Caboolture Hospital.

> Safevent® windows at Tameside Hospital, UK.

> Safevent® windows installed for SA Health at Glenside Hospital,
Adelaide, Australia.

Hipac | Windows and Vision Panels
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Safevent® Window System

SAFEVENT® PROJECTS

> Caboolture MH Unit, Caboolture QLD Australia.

> Safevent® in patient room, Caboolture QLD Australia.

> Clatterbridge Oncology Unit, Liverpool, U.K.

>S
 afevent® vertical sliding windows, Toowoomba
Hospital, Queensland.

> Safevent® in patient room, Toowoomba Hospital, Queensland.

> Safevent® windows installed at Glenside Hospital,
Adelaide, South Australia.
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Twin Cam Vision Panels

Twin Cam
Vision Panels
Privacy and safety
Privacy is rightly seen as a basic human right, but
can also be a potential danger to both persons and
property, especially in detention centres, mental health
units, hospitals, immigration centres, care centres
and anywhere there is a risk of persons harming
themselves. The Hipac range of Privacy Vision Panels
allow discreet observation of the patient while still
being able to monitor the situation.

Security and safety
Hipac Anti-Ligature Vision Panels incorporate a
range of operating mechanisms to assist with patient
management procedures. These include anti-ligature
knob, lever handle, key operation or if required blank
plates. A combination of any two mechanisms can be
used on either side of the panel.
The panels are designed to accommodate a range of
glass thicknesses ranging from 6-19mm. Toughened glass
and perspex options are also available. Depending on
security and patient acuity levels different glazing options
can be used on either side of the panel.

> Standard etched open.

> Standard etched closed.

Dimensions
Standard Vision Panel dimensions are 250 x 800mm
or 400 x 400mm square however custom sizes are
available on request.

Vision panels are available in a variety of colours to brighten rooms up, coordinate with existing colour
schemes and can be used to differentiate the vision panel from the door.

> Black-out Vision Panel.

8
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> White Vision Panel.
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Twin Cam Vision Panels

Beading options
Outer panes 6mm
toughened glass

Choice of operating
mechanisms

Inner pane
4mm glass
(scratch
resistant)

> Clad beading.

Timber beading

> Schematic layout of Hipac Anti-Ligature Vision Panel.

> Hardwood beading.

>Level in open position.

> Key operation.

> Lever in closed position.

Operating mechanisms

> Lever.

> Anti-Ligature Knob.

> Key.

> Blanking Plate.
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Twin Film Vision Panels

Twin Film
Vision Panels
The ultimate in privacy and vision control systems
Greater Vision
• Widest close field arc of vision.
• Allows greater light penetration.
Superior Performance
• Fire resistant.
• Enhanced acoustic performance.
• Tested to Lifespan in excess of 25 years.
Easy Installation and Operation

Simply the widest field of vision
Offering a significantly larger vision area and a far wider
vertical arc of vision, the patented Twin-Film Integral
Blind System is an innovation in privacy and vision control
for office partitions, windows, doors and corridors within
commercial and healthcare building environments.
Featuring a revolutionary patented design with compact
construction and minimally-intrusive controls, the system
sits between the panes of – and entirely within the frame
area of – any standard double-glazed unit.

• Fits standard 24mm double glazed panels.
• Maintenance free.

More vision, style and reliability

• Fits within 50mm standard internal
partition framework.

With its clean lines and modern aesthetics, the Hipac
Twin-Film Integral Blind System suits any modern flexible
accommodation interior design; creating an elegant
and spacious aspect when the blinds are open and total
privacy when closed. Less complex and more robust than
traditional interstitial mini-blinds, the system is durable,
reliable and requires no cleaning or maintenance. Simple
to operate and strikingly effective, it is clearly the future
of vision panels and fully glazed partitions.

Automated and Motorised Blinds
• Remote controlled, solar powered.
• Keypad operation, security control.

Applications
Combining complete privacy and an increased open
area in double-glazed window applications, the Hipac
Twin-Film Integral Blind System is suitable for use in a
variety of situations including privacy vision panels in
doors, screens, windows and partitions and improves
glare reduction within commercial office interiors.

> Twin Film door panel with timber beading.

10
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> User controlled privacy.
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Twin Film Vision Panels

Open position

Closed position

Twin film with
stripes aligned

Static stripes
on front pane

Twin film with
stripes offset

Clear rear pane

Tension rollers

Configurations

Operation

Available either in component form for glazing and
partition manufacturers, or as complete finished units
to architects’ specifications, the system is suitable
for windows, doors, partitions and screens where the
complete blind mechanism can fit within a standard
24mm double-glazing unit or standard 50mm
partition system.

The patented ‘Twin-Film’ concept is based upon the
movement of a thin film of clear polyester over a set
of compact rollers and against a second sheet of film
fixed to one of the glass panes. Rotation of the top
drive roller causes the two vertical strands of film to
move in opposite vertical directions, thus providing a
range of visibility options ranging from
fully closed to fully open.

Appearance
The Hipac Twin-Film Integral Blind System is available in
the pearl colour of etched glass but other colours and/
or graphic devices can easily be incorporated to suit
signage branding, or other applications as required.

The relative positions of opaque strips printed on the
moving film against those printed on the fixed film can
provide maximum (60%) clear area, partial vision or
complete privacy as required. The very close spacing
of the films within a 2mm area ensures maximum vision
at very close angles of view.
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Twin Film Vision Panels

Actuation
Because the actuation mechanism is counterbalanced
and requires little operating energy, it is ideal for
simple manual operation, requires only low power
for automatic operation and is capable of being
scaled up to very large window sizes with remotely
controlled electronic drive to provide fully motorised
integral blinds.
> Remote-controlled motorised blind in open and closed positions.

Specification
Sizes
Available in standard door sizes and in 600mm,
900mm and 1200mm widths for partitions. Heights
as required up to normal glazing sizes. Other sizes
are available on request. The compact design ensures
fitment within standard 24mm deep double-glazed
units when used with 4mm glass. Also fits in standard
50mm widths for internal partitions.
Durability
The simplicity of the design enables the use of well
proven and reliable components that have been
tested to 250,000 cycles of operation. This equates
to 28 years of use in a location where viewing
adjustment is required on an hourly basis, 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week.
UV performance

> Fully glazed panel in open position.

The clear polyester film is fully UV-stabilised, making
installation in external windows possible, as well as
fitment in door panels and internal partitions.
Fire performance
The film and roller assembly is contained within a
double glazed window unit. This makes it possible
to achieve FD30 and FD60 fire test standards by the
selection of appropriate glass specifications.
Acoustic performance
The thin polyester films assist in the absorption of
sound energy, enhancing the known dB reductions
with the glass thickness and separation combinations
used within the construction industry.
Build quality
Quality of design detail in the development of
the system, followed by precision of component
manufacture, ensures accuracy in assembly and
secures the maximum vision for the end-user viewing
the window, whether it be installed in a door, partition
or external window.

> Fully glazed panel in closed position.
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Anti-Ligature Window Hardware

Anti-Ligature
Window Hardware
The criteria for the control of windows in psychiatric
care units will inevitably differ from one unit to another
according to the needs and the differing capabilities
of the individual resident within. Our range of Primera
anti-ligature window hardware products are designed
for simplicity of use whilst providing a high level of
durability for challenging use environments.

Window Handles
Manufactured from a combination of robust die-cast zinc
and 3mm solid steel plate, Primera anti-ligature Window
Handles are available in standard electro-plated finishes
of Satin Chrome and Satin Stainless Steel. It is possible
however to have the handles, as special order items, in a
large range of powder coated finishes.

Custom Solutions
In some cases an ‘off the shelf’ product may not be the
best option. Our expertise in the mental health sector
allows our team to design unique solutions for individual
applications. ISO 9001 certified manufacturing facilities
provide us with the ability, to produce high quality, special
made items quickly and efficiently.

Standards
In the absence of any formal standards for anti-ligature
products internationally, Hipac has adopted Technical
Specification TS001 as a verification method to confirm
the ligature resistant qualities of a product purported to
be ‘anti-ligature’. This standard has been written by the
UK Door & Hardware Federation and is also recognised
by the UK Guild of Architectural Ironmongers.
There are four levels to the test starting at the lowest
levels (Level 1) using a 4mm ligature wire, through to
the highest level (Level 4) using 0.5mm ligature wire.
To pass the test it must not be possible to attach a 5Nm
weighted wire to the window handle from any direction,
up, down, left, right and perpendicular to the window.
All Primera window handles are designed to conform to
DHF TS001. All products are subject to continual design
and manufacturing development in order to improve
performance or to meet the changing demands of
standards, testing or other building legislation.

WINDOW PUSH/PULL HANDLE ON BACKPLATE
The anti-ligature window pull is the base component of all
Primera window locksets. Designed to provide the “push to
open”, “pull to close” functions of window operation. Supplied
singularly in SSS electro-plated finish.
• Tested to DHF TS001 at the highest level (L4).
• Anti-tamper Pin Torx fixings to Wood, PVCu. or
Aluminium windows.
• Can be used in conjunction with existing locking systems.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114107

PR-8PHS1-STD Window Push/Pull Handle
on Backplate
PR-8PH0 - Window Push/Pull Handle
without Backplate

117110

30º
26

200

32
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Anti-Ligature Window Handles

WINDOW PUSH/PULL HANDLE WITH LOCKING KEY
The ‘BKR’ is designed for use in windows with espagnolette
locking mechanisms. This product incorporates a small turnrose with teardrop indents. Under normal circumstances there
is insufficient grip to enable the service user to lock/unlock the
vent. However a specially designed key with lugs to engage
in the teardrop indents enables the clinical staff to control the
status of the vent at all times. Key supplied separately.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

117104

PR-8PHS2-BKR Window Push/Pull Handle
with Locking Key
BKR & CESP Butterfly Key

117108

30º
26

225

32

WINDOW PUSH/PULL HANDLE WITH CONVERTIBLE LOCKING MECHANISM
The ‘convertible’ anti-ligature window handle is designed for
use on most windows equipped with modern espagnolette
locking mechanisms.
This anti-ligature lockset is designed so that the service user
normally has full control over the opening vent using the
anti-ligature handle for the push/pull function and the adjacent
cam mechanism for both compression and locking of the vent
onto the weather seals for draught proofing.

30º
26

As the drawings illustrate, this innovative new product
incorporates a small turn-rose with a removable lever
mechanism. If the clinical staff decide it appropriate to
remove control of the window from the service user, the lever
mechanism can easily be removed and replaced with a profiled
insert converting the mechanism from service user operated to
staff operation. This process is undertaken using a butterfly
key which is supplied separately.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

117105

PR-8PHS3-CESP Window Push/Pull Handle
with Convertable Locking Mechanism
BKR & CESP Butterfly Key

117108

225

32

From this
Service User Operated (Convertible)

To this
> BKR & CESP Butterfly Key.

14

> Handle conversion process.
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Staff Key Operated
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Anti-Ligature Window Handles

WINDOW PUSH/PULL HANDLE WITH KEY APERATURE
This system is a more basic and affordable option compared to
the handles shown on the previous page. It is designed with a
spindle key aperture and normally used in those situations where
the requirement is for staff to keep overall control of the locking
or unlocking of window sets that have espagnolette mechanisms.
Once unlocked by staff using a spindle key, the service user is
able to use the push/pull function to open or close the window.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114108

PR-8PHS2-SKA Window Push/
Pull Handle with Key Aperature
SKA Butterfly Key

117106

43
30º
26

225

32

PR-8PH2-SKEY

> SKA Butterfly Key

WINDOW PUSH/PULL HANDLE WITH KEYED CAMLOCK
Originally designed for use as a mortised-in product on either top
or side hung timber window frames. This window set may also
be used on PVCu and aluminium windows using an adaptor plate
surface fixed onto the face edge of the frame.

30º
30

• Supplied as either keyed to differ or keyed alike sets.
• Secure locking with solid 3mm cam arm.
• Tested to DHF TS001 at the highest level (L4).
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114112

PR-8PHS4-CAM Window Push/Pull Handle
with Keyed Camlock

32

225

WINDOW PUSH/PULL HANDLE WITH ROLLER LATCHING DEADLOCK
A robust narrow backset mortise deadbolt with roller bolt
latching. This lock brings a high level of security and flexibility
of operation to top hung and side hung timber sash windows.
• Used with standard euro cylinder for full master
keyed capability.
• Full high security locking function by care staff.
• Latch function for operation by service user
• Vent held closed by heavy duty roller catch.
* Cylinder not included.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114113

PR-8PHS5-CML Window Push/Pull Handle
with Roller Latching Deadlock

14

225
30º
38

46

Hipac reserves the right to make changes in design, specifications, colours and models for the improvement of any product without notice.
Images in this catalogue are for display purposes only and may not reflect the exact appearance of the product. Hipac recommends that
anyone intending to install or use any products displayed in this catalogue should satisfy themselves about the suitability of them for their
intended purpose and that all applicable health and safety requirements are met. No responsibility is assumed by Hipac for any incidental
or consequential damages resulting from the use of any products sold by Hipac.
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We’re here for life.
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Customer Care 1800 75 93 93
Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

We’re here for life.

The Hipac Group Pty
P : +61 2 4823 0000
F : +61 2 4822 7733
E: info@hipac.com.au
W: hipac.com.au
A: 	PO Box 797, 36 Long Street
Goulburn NSW 2580 AUSTRALIA
ABN 41 218 928 369

